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Weaving between my positions as both house guide intern and curatorial intern, my
summer at Monticello exposed me to a plethora of methods of historical interpretation, whether
that be regarding heavy topics like Jefferson and the institution of slavery, or simpler issues like
wallpaper patterns. As a philosophy major I am all too familiar with the importance of careful
interpretation and contextualization, and Monticello proved to be a wonderful exercise in
applying my critical thinking skills. With curatorial, I assisted in finding sources that provide the
information that house guides share with guests. I loved seeing primary documents actively
being used to uncover information about Monticello or a member of the Jefferson family. This
research has in turn made me begin examining how trends and movements work in our own time
and how we are limited by situational factors. I began thinking critically about history as we live
through it after having to contextualize history to make it interesting and relevant to today.
Being a guide at Monticello gave me an opportunity to shape visitors’ experiences,
interpretations, and opinions of not only the home, but Jefferson himself. I thrived off of my
position’s influential nature, and I was never disappointed in watching my crowds react to my
stories, jokes, quotes, and imitations, and the brevity of the relationship with visitors encouraged
me to be bold in my work and take risks, and I found a joy in that. Monticello was not simply a
fun internship; it was a fulfilling one. I have always loved giving presentations, and working at
Monticello reinforced this idea that a career dealing with public speaking or education could be a
successful path for me. I truly enjoyed the casual learning environment of Monticello, allowing
me the full benefits of a lecture style US history course with none of the grading pressure. It is
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such a rare opportunity that one gets to experience education like that, and I found it to be a nice
transition from the academic rigor of the school year to a more relaxed summer pace.
The curatorial staff at Monticello was surprising accessible and a very comfortable office.
I did not feel that I was treated as an intern, but rather a coworker. I was able to learn about
education paths and careers in art history fields, which I appreciated and found remarkably
useful. Not all art history majors have to work at museums, and while I knew this, I got to see
firsthand how much variety there is in art studies. A certain degree of specificity is required if
one wishes to pursue a higher degree in art history and I am glad I am aware of that going into
my junior year.
This was the most independent I had ever been, and I found Charlottesville to be a
fantastic city for that adjustment. Working at Monticello itself is not only fun but fulfilling, and
the addition of a great city that is accessible without the fast pace of a larger city was perfect for
me, especially before a semester in Paris. I feel confident that I can make it on my own, and this
has been very encouraging.
Like most college students, a majority of my friends, much like a majority of the people I
am surrounded by, are also college students. While I have loved this, I found a wisdom, comfort,
and excitement from my older coworkers, many who are in their late 50s and older. To see a
collection of individuals at all stages of life, sharing this curiosity and happiness in history has
taught me that people can find excitement in the world at any age, which is refreshing among the
waves of corporate cynicism that tv shows and various sources of media portray the workforce
as. That was an unexpected surprise about this position, and while not measurable, nor even
necessarily fully defined, I felt that this newfound hope in finding a meaningful career to be
invaluable.
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Future interns that are fortunate enough to have this position should really push
themselves to not only connect with visitors, but have fun. I had an amazing summer and it
showed in my enthusiasm for work, and that was one of my most powerful tools as an intern.
This job does not require a daily mustering of energy to want to go to work, but an anticipation
for the next workday that I hope I can find in a post-graduation job.

